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Simmons et al. found that only one-fifth reported anything on m randomization.
Statistical Power Analyses
It is rare for final reports to specify the probability of program effects, if indeed they exist, given the sample size an design Parameters. It seems especially desirable that evaluati showing "no effects" report the statistical power of the analys Even when effects are found, the power calculations should be a for postevaluation analyses, e.g., was the size of effect obtai close to the effect guessed in the power analysis.
Costs
Information on the costs of an evaluation, apart from the c the program under examination, is almost never published in pro sional Journals or in final reports of evaluations. In consequ is difficult to estimate what has been spent on evaluation and impossible to do good benefit/cost analyses of evaluations base evidence. There is no readily accessible evidence.
It seems desirable, then, to have Information on costs in t report. No uniform system for reporting costs of elements of e has been adopted. And so creation of alternative accounting sy for budgets and expenditures is warranted.
Graphs and Tables
Tables in some evaluation reports are often dreadful, diffi understand, and impossible to read quickly. And they are often ceptible to misreading. Only a few reports on youth employment experiments are exceptional on this account. So, for example, printouts of tables are merely reprinted, rather than being reo and restructured to permit the reader to understand patterns qu
The state of the art in constructing tables and graphs has remarkably over the past 10 years.  It is a shame that it is ig See Pienberg (1979) and Kruskal (1980), among others, on improv these presentations.
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